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Abstract
Heavy ion stopping effects in plasmas have already been studied for decades. In
this article we discuss the specific features of low-density plastic aerogels (cellulose
triacetate, CTA). Due to structural effects the energy losses of fast non-relativistic
heavy ions in plastic aerogels cannot be described by already existing stopping theories. What additional characteristics should we take into account for this type of
solids? Here we discuss the possible mechanisms of low-density structure influence on
plasma features for ion stopping.
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1. Introduction
In early high-power irradiation experiments on low-density targets the structure
was reported to have slight or no influence on the major results. Further the distinct
unpredicted effects appeared to be connected with initial solid structure, especially
when the diagnostic means achieved high resolution and accuracy.
Polymer plastic aerogels, unlike many other low-density materials (foam, dust,
nano-snow) have a net-like structure, consisting of macromolecular fibers and
globules. That means they are highly regular as regards their spatial structure, so high
repeatability was demonstrated in interaction experiments with polymer plastic aerogel
targets. However we yet have definite molecular structure in the polymer before irradiation.
Which structural or non-structural effects should we take into account in plasma
and which can be neglected? Below we consider the initial phase of soft x-rays irradiation.
Numerous calculations and experiments on stopping power in plasma have been
carried out within last decades [1, 2]. Different research conditions, plasma
composition and properties were used to obtain quite a strict stopping power
dependence on ion energies in different plasma temperatures. Yet classical plasmas
obtained from either solid foils or gases and clusters do not cover the whole field.
Low-density plastic aerogels, like cellulose triacetate (CTA) [3, 4] or divinyl
benzene [5], have already shown numerous transient effects in terms of laser-plasma
interaction experiments. Brillouin and Raman scattering, plasma partial transparency
were observed in different scientific centers and discussed earlier. Stochastic structure
and significantly subcritical electron densities of extreme low-density plastic aerogels
provide perfect conditions for plasma analysis.
The low-density structures [6, 7] were proposed to be used as an additional
cover-layer for ICF to raise energy absorption or x-ray conversion efficiency in the
hohlraum. In this terms energetic particle stopping in such laser-irradiated targets
would become extremely interesting. However heavy ion stopping in low-density solid
structures and plasmas obtained from them was not yet studied properly.
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Fig. 1 Cellulose triacetate (CTA) plastic aerogel: optical image and SEM inner structure
Atomic physics approach for ion stopping by bound and free electrons in
~1 3
plasmas was discussed in [1, 2, 13]. In both cases, for free electrons
and Bohr-Bethe-Bloch and Barkas approximations for bound electrons, energy losses
are proportional to electron concentration if the projectile velocity is constant. The
electron energy or temperature brings an inverse ratio with projectile velocity fixed.
The difference in the projectile energies does not make any sense since we speak about
fixed non-relativistic velocities. However the projectile energy should be significantly
higher than the ionization barrier for the outer shell electrons.
This approach is successfully used for monoatomic classical plasmas or solid
films. However, for diatomic plasmas the dependence shape is the same. The CTA
plastic aerogels consist of light elements: hydrogen, carbon and oxygen which are
close by the atomic mass and thus electron shell structure. Therefore for ion stopping
estimations it can be considered nearly diatomic. But do only the same forces resulting
in the same function take action in plastic aerogels?
2. Experimental scheme and the target

Indirect combination experiments were carried out in GSI in 2011-2012 [8, 9,
10. 11]. PHELIX laser and UNILAC heavy ion beam were used simultaneously and
with one target (Fig. 2).
The incoming energy from the PHELIX laser system was converted into x-ray
spectrum by Au pre-target – hohlraum. Thus the 2-3 mg/cc cellulose triacetate (CTA)
plastic aerogel was irradiated with broad Au x-ray spectrum from the bottom of the
hohlraum (Fig. 3). The CTA target was continuously probed with UNILAC heavy ion
beam. Time-of-flight (TOF) measurements with diamond stopping detector provided
the data on the stopping power before, during and after the laser shot. Time steps of
4

TOF measurements were determined by heavy ion beam bunch structure and the delay
between the laser and the following bunch.
TOF stopping detector

Aerogel

Laser

Ion beam

Hohlraum

Fig. 2 Experimental scheme
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0.5 mm

Laser pulse parameters were ~150 J within 1.4 ns in the 2ω frequency of Nd.
UNILAC ion beam parameters: Ti12+ with 4.8 MeV/a.m.u. with total pulse duration of
30 mks. The bunch period was 27.7 ns and bunch duration 3-4 ns.

1 mm

2-3 mg/cc
CTA aerogel in Cu

12.5 mkm Au
hohlraum

1 mm

Fig. 3 Target construction and parameters
3. Transient process effect for heavy ion stopping in CTA plastic aerogels
Indirect irradiation of plastic aerogels by PHELIX laser beam converted into
soft x-rays provides milder conditions for target polymer transition into plasma than in
direct laser-target interaction. On early times of plastic aerogel irradiation with x-rays
from the hohlraum, a decrease of ion stopping power was observed in the target. Char5

acteristic time for the observed process was 3-4 ns. Further increase of ion stopping
power was expected due to ion scattering on plasma hot free electrons.
As the stopping power was observed by TOF measurements we present the data
in time units [8]. The time on the axes represents the position of the ion bunch center
oberved in comparison to the expected one. Measurements of the delay between the
ion bunch in cold CTA target and in vacuum were measured and determine the
vacuum levels for dynamical plasma stopping. The average delay varies for the two
CTA plastic aerogel densities used and is 2.2 ns higher for the 3mg/cc samples than
for 2 mg/cc. Ion stopping power in x-ray heated polymer aerogel is time-dependent.
The delay between the beginning of the laser pulse and the middle of the closest
ion bunch was used as a trigger. The delay of each bunch in each target was compared
to the one in vacuum. The zero level for X-axes is marked by the laser beam arrival on
the hohlraum while for Y-axes it is attached to the level of the bunch stopping in the
cold target (see Fig. 4).
The below-zero data points are yet significantly higher than the vacuum level
for 2 mg/cc and 3 mg/cc target densities. This decrease of the stopping power is visible
within 4 ns from the laser beam front arrival which is significantly longer than the
pulse duration.
What would we have expected [12, 13, 14]? For the two states of matter, solid
plastic aerogel and ionized gas of finite temperature, the energy losses can be written
in the same form:
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is the projectile charge and – projectile velocity. The majority of the stopping effect [1, 2, 12] in the Coulomb single-track interaction approximation is caused
function. The rest can
by the first term of the equation (1) and particularly by the
only scale the energy losses and cause no significant changes in the functional
behavior. In case of UNILAC Ti ion beam the projectile velocity is constant; therefore
function. Heating of solid plastic aerogel alters
, ,
we shall examine the
electron concentration and electron energy distribution, thus electron velocity
and
temperature.
During the transient process from solid plastic aerogel to homogeneous plasma
10 . The
the concentration of free electrons rises significantly – up to ~10
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upgrowth of the concentration on the early times of irradiation can be approximated
linear as the radiation intensity is constant. This leads to nearly linear growth of the
energy losses,
/ . Further exponential decline is due to hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma from the region of interest and thus exponential decline of the concentration. Electron temperature or, in case of bound electrons, ionization potential or
energy do not make any influence on the energy losses as during the whole process it
is significantly lower than the projectile energy.
However none of the stated arguments point out the reasons for the ion stopping
power fall on the early interaction times. Next we discuss the possible explanations for
the effect.
4. The target structural quasistability
Immediate dissolution of the target structure and ionization seems to be a good
approach for powerful lasers. However for strict discussion of the effects we shall consider this time finite. In our case slow x-ray heating process provided time resolution
suitable to discuss transient processes in structure.
The CTA low-density plastic aerogel was irradiated with soft x-rays from Au
hohlraum (Fig. 3).
We consider the incoming energy from the PHELIX laser system being converted into Planckian-like spectrum with Tpl=45 eV [5]. The laser pulse parameters of
~150 J within ~1ns mean up to 120 J of the blackbody internal energy.
The size of the laser spot on the hohlraum wall is 200 mkm. This equals radia10
/
. Initial heating of the hohlraum with PHELIX
tion intensity
laser beam forms the ~10 eV blackbody. The temperature is determined by incoming
and outgoing energy fluxes:
,
∙
2
Where is area of the focal hole of the hohlraum and is the area of the radiation hole in the plastic aerogel direction. We neglect high (~800 eV) temperature and
low intensity scattered radiation and consider all the absorbed energy being reradiated.
However the effective temperature for plastic aerogel heating from the hohlraum was
published to be Tpl=45 eV, so the energy density is recalculated from the Plank
integral:
1
3
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A blackbody with fixed internal energy will cool, irradiating by StefanBoltzmann law. So the effective lifetime of the source – radiation decrease by a factor
of e – may be estimated by:
⋅ exp
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is 120 J – total blackbody energy, t – time, L – characteristic length.
Here
Now we estimate the blackbody cooling time (down to 1/e of initial energy) as:
5 ⋅ 10 . This is less but compatible by the order of magnitude with x-ray
diode data.
Strong back scattering of the laser beam energy to the focal 0.8 mm hole of the
hohlraum (Fig. 1) and extremely energetic (up to 800 eV) γ-photons emitted into the
foam during the laser pulse duration are negligible for CTA ionization process. Weak
Planckian-like radiation onto the plastic aerogel compensates neglected energy losses
from the hohlraum. Hence we consider the simplification of no losses from the hohlraum and Planckian x-ray spectrum. Energy flux comes only from the bottom of the
cylinder, directly onto the polymer. Within early times of x-ray – polymer interaction
we can consider blackbody (hohlraum) spectra stable and temperature and irradiated
energy constant because of relatively slow thermal changes. The maximum Plankian
energy absorbed by the polymer is:
⋅ ⋅
10
, in
.
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Using CTA polymer plastic aerogels of 2-3 mg/cc density results in to subcritical electron densities in plasma. In this case we may consider the substance transparent
throughout the interaction process. CTA chemical formulae is [C6H7O2 (OCOCH3)3]n ,
with average element mass of 8 a.u. Each monomer has 38 molecular bonds and is
asymmetrical with a hexagon base. Average bond strength in such polymer is 130-200
kcal/mol which means 5-8 eV per atom. Now we can recalculate density (2 mg/cc) of
the initial target into bonds “concentration” and primary estimate energy and time for
molecular structure dissolution:
1
1.3 ⋅ 10
,
7
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Comparing

from (7) with source energy
from (4) we get:
9
5 ⋅ 10
lower-bond time interval for molecules dissolution in the 2 mg/cc CTA plastic
aerogel target. This time is counted from the laser beam backfront.
As a result we may have visible ion stopping decrease within first nanoseconds
after laser beam arrival on the hohlraum due to the target structure. This effect may be
explained by different ion-scattering mechanisms in plasma and in solid structures.
Initial plastic aerogel [C6H7O2 (OCOCH3)3]n is a stable and complicated 3D
network. Its structure is formed by molecular, Van der Waals and hydrogen bonds. So
as the target temperature rises, significant part of high-order interactions with the
whole structure is replaced with single-track ion scattering on plasma hot free electrons. Dipole and polarization interactions, which are neglected in classical scattering
theories, decrease with structure mobility increase.
On the other hand, partially dissolved CTA plastic aerogel forms a quasi-lattice.
So the effect similar to solid state channeling may be observed due to significantly different electron and ion temperatures on the early times of aerogel heating. That means
while the unbound electrons form
Partially dissolved and ionized CTA tends to minimize the energy losses,
forming a channel. The Lindhard angle defines the transitional structure of the material. To ease the calculations we may estimate potential of the molecular or atomic
remnants by Coulomb potential:
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and quasi-period of CTA plastic
Here we operate with initial ion energy
aerogel structure . The estimation (11) is valid for single-component lattice but can
yet be used in our case, if we use the average charge between carbon and oxygen to
define the quasi-lattice. We do not take into account light and thus spatially unstable
hydrogen ions.
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5. Recombination possibility
One of the possible mechanisms for the stopping power reduction is recombination of the plasma free electrons with Ti20+ ions. Reactions to be considered are: threebody recombination, photo recombination, dielectronic recombination and dissociative
recombination for the earliest times of x-ray heating. The cross-sections differ and
should be carefully checked for each case. However, the simplest way to check the
probability of all the processes is to compare ion and electron directed velocities. To
drive recombination, velocities should be of the same order.
On the early times of plastic aerogel heating by soft x-rays electron temperature
~1 2
is observed [6]. Ti energies are 4.77 4.8 MeV/m.a.u. which means
of
230 MeV per ion.
Each ion influences surrounding electrons by the Coulomb force:
.

12

Since we are interested in maximum gain in energy and directed velocity for the
electron, we shall consider the nearest one to Ti ion. Thus the non-screened effective
ion charge is
12 throughout the interaction time.
Plasma screening limits the Coulomb force influence by two Debye radii. As the
energy and the velocity of the Ti ion change negligibly if not scattered, the time of
interaction with a single electron is defined by ion’s time-of-flight:
13
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The average distance between the unbound electrons in plasma is ~
. This
determines the average initial electron-Ti ion distance for acceleration. On the initial
times of x-ray interaction with the plastic aerogel target, plasma free electron concen-

is of the same order with
from (7). Here we consider the part of electration
tron distribution function with initial velocities equal zero or co-directed with the ion
beam. So the average force on the electron is defined by:
14

,

.

We consider the electron being accelerated in the direction of the Ti ion beam
flight only. That means the integral is one-dimensional. To check the recombination
possibility we compare the final velocity of the accelerated electron with :
10

15

10

≪ 1,

2

,

,

that means recombination processes with the ion beam should not be included into the
model in our case. However, they may become significant for higher electron temperatures.
6. High-order interactions and density fluctuations in plastic aerogels
As we discussed in paragraph 4, the inner structure of the CTA targets remains
stable for at least 0.5-1.7 ns from the laser front. Plastic aerogel 3D structure is formed
by long molecular fibers. While dissolved, they change to molecular rings and then to
atomic ions.
In case of stable and complicated molecular structure we should not neglect
high-order interactions. If Coulomb scattering is proportional to ~1/ , than dipole is
~1/ , quadruple is ~1/ , polarization is ~1/ . That means we do have extra
terms in
/
equation (1). The function defining high-order interactions is
unknown. However, it will start from a constant classifying the solid structure and will
gradually go down together with structure dissolution. On the early times of heating
electron concentration does not change significantly, so we observe diminishing of the
total stopping power. That means the total energy losses [15, 16, 17] of the ions for
any time point consist of two terms:
16
is defined by (1) if
,
Here
Coulomb ionization losses on bound or free electrons, while

.
and represents
introduces

high-order interactions with the plastic aerogel structure. As we do not know the strict
function for the double-process approximation, we write the terms of equation (16) in
the following form:
17
∙ erf
2
,
,
0
2
2
18
∙ erf
1
∙ exp
,
, , ,
0.
We choose smoothed and continuous approximation functions for both,
Coulomb and high-order interactions. Minimized parameters , , , , , scale
mathematical functions to fit physical processes. Error function
11

2

19 erf

√
have been chosen to smooth the Heaviside function which characterizes immediate switching of the process while the strict mechanism is unknown. For
the error function starts together with the laser front arrival on the target. Thus from
(17) defines the energy loss scale for high order-interactions or any other processes
involved in stopping power fall on the early times of interaction. defines the timescale and accordingly the duration of dissolution process
4/ .
For Coulomb interaction the error function was used with fixed to 1 y-scaling
parameter to lessen the number of minimized parameters as it has no physical
importance. We used the approximation of linear growth of energy losses and exponential decline, following the electron concentration. Fitting experimental data points
with (16) gives the dashed line on Fig.4.
High-order interactions are not a single possible reason for stopping power
reduction. We already mentioned channeling effects in paragraph 4 and moreover we
should discuss the specifications of experimentally measured parameters for heavy-ion
stopping.
The TOF measurements do not give the information on a strict differential
value
/ , but on integral over the target’s thickness
/ ∙ ∆ ). If we
remark inner macrostructure of CTA plastic aerogel from Fig.1, the target density is
not a continuous function. It is averaged over volume for solid polymer density inside
the fibers and vacuum around them.
That means while the fibers are dissolved the effective polymer density
decreases together with electron density . Therefore changes the measured stopping
power:
∙∆
20

∆

,

→
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∙∆

,

⇒ ∆

≪∆

.

We can estimate time needed to equalize the ion density and thus
over
volume of the CTA target if we consider the ion temperature in plasma equal to
electron temperature
~1
ion sonic velocity is estimated:

12

2

. With the average ion mass

8 . . the

~3 ∙ 10

21

/ ⇒

~10
That means, the time for target density equalization is significantly low and
this process is instantaneous in terms of nanoseconds. So as soon as the absorbed
energy is enough for structure dissolution and the ion temperature rises, the electron
density falls. This should be considered as an alternative mechanism for the heavy ion
energy loss reduction and included into (16) as additional term of the stopping
function.
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Experimental data [8]
High-order interactions
Coulomb scattering
Double process approximation
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Fig. 4 Double-process approximation for the stopping power on time dependence.
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7. Conclusions
Classical approaches for heavy ion stopping in plasma give correct results for
fully ionized CTA plasma, but do not cover the transient process from solid structured
material to plasma. However additional processes should be taken in consideration to
describe the full-time dynamics of low-density plastic aerogel structure.
Structural effects in low-density CTA targets result in heavy ion energy loss
reduction and then restoration to the expected growth. This is explained by four
different processes:
a) Reduction and then disappearance of high-order interactions due to long
molecular fibers dissolution. On this stage ionization mainly covers molecular
bond dissolution and provides structure transition from long fibers to tiny
molecular rings and then to atoms or atomic ions. Electron concentration is
stable in this phase and has its maximum near the former fibers.
b) Channeling-like effects in quasi lattice of partially dissolved structure. On this
stage the electrons are already free to move over the target volume like in
metals. At the same time recently ionized carbon and oxygen ions of the target
still keep their position thus forming the quasi periodic lattice.
c) Difference in fiber density and average density of the initial CTA target
resulting in electron density decrease after the structure’s dissolution. On the
phase of density equalization the ion density function expands together with
electron density to cover uniformly the volume of the CTA target. This results
in effective electron density decrease, while the effective volume for heavy iontarget interaction increases.
d) Electron concentration rises significantly due to ionization process and plasma
temperature increase. This forms Bethe-like function for heavy ion energy
losses in plasma.
That means the transient process from cold and solid low-density aerogel to
plasma is continuous and each step of the transition is significant for experimental
results.
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